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Compassionate conservation is a cross-disciplinary field that reimagines

our relationship with and responsibility towards wild animals and nature by unifying
animal welfare science with the theory and practice of conservation.
Compassionate conservation promotes recognition that intentional and
unintentional anthropogenic impacts on animals and their habitats can affect both
conservation efforts and animal welfare.
Compassionate conservation promotes recognition that standard interventions and
practices undertaken in the name of conservation often impact the welfare of
animals and can compromise conservation goals.
Compassionate conservation posits that individuals matter for ethical and practical
reasons. Thus, the well-being of individual animals needs to be factored in when
making conservation decisions.
Compassionate conservation offers a framework that fully considers individual
animals within conservation research, policy and practice. The unification of animal
welfare science and conservation will lead to a reduction in harm of individual wild
animals and will improve conservation outcomes.

Guiding principles of compassionate conservation
v “First, do no harm” – all harms to wild animals should be minimised
wherever and to the extent possible, regardless of the human intention and
purpose behind them. Both conservation and wild animal welfare should
implicitly respect the inherent value of wild animals and the natural world,
and both disciplines should try to mitigate harms caused by humans to other
species.
v Importance of individual wild animals – we have an increasing
understanding of individual animals and their importance to the
communities in which they live. Individuals are repositories of social and
practical knowledge for their groups and they provide social and behavioral
stability. In addition to the important roles of individual animals, the
variation among them is important for the health of communities.
v De-categorisation of wild animals – The categorisation of animals shapes
and perpetuates our attitudes and relationships with them; affecting our
treatment of them. Animals with a designation such as ‘overabundant’,
‘nuisance’ or ‘pest’ are subjected to a wide range of human-disturbance –
both unintended and deliberate, and often inhumane. Removing such labels
reveals that our actions are a product of our attitudes towards wildlife and
not an inherent quality of the animals themselves.
v Co-existence – We need a conservation ethic that prioritises the protection
of other animals as individuals, valued in their own right, not just as units of
populations and species. Compassionate conservation seeks to provide
modern solutions for sharing space with nature and for fostering the
possibility for human and non-human animals to live in greater coexistence.
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Compassionate conservation in action
Conservation Research
Consideration of individual animal welfare can refine conservation research methods,
improving outcomes and validity
Ex. Examination of the use of hot-iron branding (a standard
conservation marking method) shows that the method causes
behavioural and physiological changes in individual Stellar sea lions.
(K.A. Walker et al., 2011, Veterinary Record)
Reintroduction / Translocation
Understanding animal personalities and the effect on animal welfare can improve the
success of conservation reintroduction projects
Ex. Personality type affects coping ability and survival in the
Endangered Stephens’ kangaroo rats during translocation.
(L. Baker et al. in review)

Wildlife Management
Interventions in wildlife populations may be minimised, or lethal control replaced by
non-lethal alternatives
Ex. Project to understand and diminish the threat posed to endemic
wildlife in Madagascar from feral dogs, employing
spaying/neutering, vaccination and adoption programs for dogs,
alongside wildlife monitoring, and extensive survey and educational
programmes.
Mad Dog Initiative (maddoginitiative.com)
Invasive and non-native species
Questioning the ethics and efficacy of lethal methods used to
control species deemed invasive or non-native promotes the
development and implementation of non-lethal alternatives
Ex. Immunocontraceptives used to control populations of
wild horses showed multi-year fertility reduction
(M.E. Gray et al., 2011, Wildlife Research)
Rewilding
Establishing functional ecosystems may be assisted by consideration of the welfare and
behaviour of natural predators and prevention of persecution
Ex. Dingo research investigates the influence of large predators
on biodiversity and functioning of novel ecosystems. Research
suggests that culling introduced species is both unnecessary
and counterproductive. Protecting dingoes is seen to be a
powerful tool for Australia’s biodiversity crisis.
Dingo for Biodiversity Project (http://www.dingobiodiversity.com)
Wildlife rehabilitation
Consideration of conservation and welfare impacts of wildlife rescue and rehabilitation,
and the role of individual animals within an ecosystem
Ex. Rehabilitated tigers, rhinos, elephants, clouded leopards and
other wildlife are being released to help repopulate and
re-establish a grassland ecosystem where they once thrived.
Manas National Park, India in partnership with
Wildlife Trust of India, Assam Forest Department and IFAW
(http://www.ifaw.org/united-states/our-work/elephants/fall-and-rise-manas-nationalpark-india)
Zoos and captive breeding
Conservation activities undertaken or claimed by zoos should be considered alongside
animal welfare impacts on animals in captivity
Ex. Recognizing the compromised welfare of its resident
elephants the Detroit Zoological Society permanently
closed its elephant exhibit (2004) and sent the elephants to
a sanctuary. Elephant conservation efforts by the Zoo
now focus on supporting the protection of elephants in their
native habitat.
Detroit Zoo (www.detroitzoo.org)

